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Welcome!

Please check-in on the 
mobile app - see your 
class record, remember 
what tests to take, and 
help us improve
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Logistics

• WiFi SSID: IR Summit
• WiFi PW: Summit19
• Download the Slides from IR Community!

– https://community.ir.com/t5/IR-Summit-Denver-
2019/gp-p/IR-Summit-Denver-2019

• Login to the Demo Instance (insert URL)

https://community.ir.com/t5/IR-Summit-Denver-2019/gp-p/IR-Summit-Denver-2019
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and 
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Retrieving data from 
Prognosis collectors 

and IrDBase

Interacting with Prognosis 
PostgreSQL DB

RBAC, 
Privileges and 
Customer 
filtering

Executing commands

Understanding PQL Views and 
using PQL with Live Canvas
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What we will Learn

High level understanding of 
PQL RBAC

Use PQL Views 
effectively

Use PQL select statements
with Prognosis Live Canvas

Use PQL execute statements to 
control  Prognosis functionality

Be able to create complex 
PQL select queries
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In this section we will learn what is PQL, its 
architecture, how it fits within Prognosis, 
how its API works, and a couple of tools 
that can be used to run PQL queries. 

Introduction and
Architecture
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What’s PQL?
PQL

Prognosis Query Language

PQL implements a subset of the ANSI Structured Query Language (SQL)

PQL adds a number of syntax and semantics enhancements to address 
Prognosis data request mode.

PQL server is an in-memory SQL engine

PQL should be easy to understand by anyone with basic SQL knowledge
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High Level Architecture

IRGUI
TopN, where clause, 
user defined fields, 

calculated fields, 
combines

Prognosis Core

IrDbase
TopN, where clause, 

combines

Thresholds & 
Analysts

TopN, where clause

ADI Collectors Pace Collectors

PQLServer
TopN, Limit, where 
clause, calculated 
fields, combines, 
views, functions, 

group by, etc

PQL Client

Command Line

Automation

WebUI

Live Canvas
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WebUI

PQL Architecture

PQL Client 
API

PQL Server
Prognosis

Core 
ADI 

Collectors

Pace 
Collectors

Record Requester

Persistent 
ViewView

View

PQ
L Runtim

e Engine

IrDBase

PostgreSQL
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PQL Client API
CONNECT 

PREPARE

EXECUTE

NEXT

More 
rows?

RESET

DISCONNECT

Yes

No

CONNECT username, password

PREPARE "select * from ntcpu"

RBAC privileges set

Set parametersRBAC privileges check

Row data

Row metadata

FINALIZE

RBAC customer filter
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PQL Command Line Client
The PQL Command Line Interface utility can be used to execute PQL 
queries on the PQL Server. 

It has the filename irpqlcli.exe and it can be found in the Server 
directory of a Prognosis installation, usually C:\Prognosis\Server\x64.

Type irpqlcli without arguments to see a short documentation on how to 
use it.

irpqlcli -s localhost –u user –p password “select * from ntcpu every 10 seconds” -r
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IRPQLCLI Arguments
Option Description
-r Display output in a readable format.

-t Test option. Statements are only compiled but not 
executed. Also lists parameters needed

-a Analyses time needed to execute each internal step.
Connect: 1495 Prepare: 240 Execute: 634 Next: 3841256 Reset: 55 Finalize: 126 
Disconnect: 185 Total: 5197292

-b param[=value] Specify parameter values. Use one for each param.
-l Loop. –l 5 run the query 5 times
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PQL Explorer
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In this section we will learn how to retrieve 
and manipulate data from Prognosis 
collectors,  including:

ü Filtering data via WHERE clause

ü Calculated fields

ü Sorting

ü Limiting data

ü Grouping data

ü Prognosis extensions

Retrieving data from 
Prognosis
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SELECT Syntax
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Convention used
When an example PQL query is used, the following conventions will be 
used:

– Reserved words will be in green color
– User supplied symbols will be in blue color
– Highlighted text will be in red color

Example:

PQL reserved words are case insensitive, SELECT or select are 
accepted

SELECT ProcessName, BusyPercent FROM NtProcess EVERY 5 SECONDS
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Simple query

A simple query is a query that requires no data 
sources.
Example:

SELECT ‘Hello world’

SELECT CAST((60 * 60 * 24) AS STRING) + ‘ seconds per day’

SELECT ‘Hello world at ’, now()
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Scalar query

A scalar query is a query that returns a single column 
and one row
Display the number of running processes:

Scalar queries are useful with Prognosis Live Canvas

SELECT count(*) FROM NtProcess
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Selecting Columns
When executing SELECT queries PQL allows all columns from a row to be 
selected

Or just one or more of the available columns

SELECT * FROM NtProcess

SELECT ProcessName, BusyPercent FROM NtProcess
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Specifying a collection Interval
When collecting data directly from Prognosis records, a collection interval 
may be specified using EVERY clause

• Valid EVERY clause specifiers are SECOND, SECONDS, MINUTE, MINUTES, 
HOUR, HOURS, DAY, DAYS

• The default specifier is SECOND if no specifier is supplied
• The default is 10 seconds if no EVERY clause is specified in a SELECT query
• EVERY clause is an extension to SQL standard

SELECT ProcessName, BusyPercent FROM NtProcess EVERY 1 MINUTE

SELECT ProcessName, BusyPercent FROM NtProcess EVERY 5
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Specifying a source Node
A PQL SELECT query can specify the node(s) the data can be collected 
from:
• From current node. This is the default if no NODE clause is specified

• From all Prognosis nodes

• From one or more specific nodes

SELECT Meta.Node, ProcessName, BusyPercent FROM NtProcess NODE CURRENT

SELECT Meta.Node, ProcessName, BusyPercent FROM NtProcess NODE ALL

SELECT Meta.Node, ProcessName, BusyPercent
FROM NtProcess
NODE ‘\Node1’, ‘\Node2’
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Meta Fields
Meta Field Description
Meta.Node Name of the Prognosis Node where data was collected from. This can be an appliance 

(fake) node, or a real machine where Prognosis is running.

Meta.Interval Start time of interval when the data was collected

Meta.Associate Value of the associate for the record being collected

Meta.ServerTime For queries that request data from:
• multiple sources (e.g. multiple nodes and/or associates)
• or the current node
• or a virtual appliance monitored by the current node
the value is the same as Meta.Interval. Otherwise the value is the time when PQL server 
received data from Prognosis, rounded to the nearest wall-clock aligned interval boundary.
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Expressions
Expressions can be used in SELECT column lists or in WHERE clauses. 
Expression operators
• Comparison: =, <>, <, <=, >, >=, IS NULL, IS NOT NULL
• Arithmetic: +, -, *, /, %, MOD
• Logical: AND, OR, NOT
• Set: IN, NOT IN
• Precedence: (, )
• Regular expression: CONTAINS, MATCHES, MATCHES REGEX
• Fields, build-in functions, meta-fields
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IN and NOT IN Operators
The IN operator is used to check if an item is present in a list of items. It 
avoids the need of multiple OR conditions in an expression

The NOT IN operator checks if an item is not present in a list of items.

SELECT ProcessName, BusyPercent
FROM NtProcess
WHERE ProcessName IN { ‘irpqlsrv’, ‘iradicol’, ‘irnetrtr’}

SELECT ProcessName, BusyPercent
FROM NtProcess
WHERE ProcessName NOT IN { ‘irpqlsrv’, ‘iradicol’, ‘irnetrtr’}
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MATCHES Operator
MATCHES operator allow text matching operations using wildcard 
characters

– * matches zero or more characters
– ? Matches exactly one character

NOT MATCHES operator inverts the results and returns true for text that 
do not match the pattern

SELECT ProcessName, BusyPercent
FROM NtProcess
WHERE ProcessName MATCHES ‘ir*col*’
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MATCHES REGEX Operator
The MATCHES REGEX and NOT MATCHES REGEX operators allow regular 
expression patterns matching operations

NOT MATCHES REGEX operator inverts the results and returns true for text 
that do not matches
MATCHES REGEX and NOT MATCHES REGEX supports PCRE regular 
expressions and are documented in 
http://regexkit.sourceforge.net/Documentation/pcre/pcrepattern.html

SELECT ProcessName, BusyPercent
FROM NtProcess
WHERE ProcessName MATCHES REGEX ‘^ir(.*)srv’

http://regexkit.sourceforge.net/Documentation/pcre/pcrepattern.html
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Calculated Fields
Data returned by Prognosis fields are often not available in a format 
needed by an application:

– Text in fields need to be concatenated with text constants
– Calculations may need to be applied to numeric values
– Values of one data type need to be converted to another data type
– Data in a column need to be summarized (count(), avg(), min(), max())

Like SQL, PQL calculated fields are the result of expressions passed on 
field field list of a SELECT statement:

SELECT field list FROM data source WHERE filtering expression
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Calculated Fields
Concatenating text

Numerical calculations

Data type conversion and summarization

SELECT ExecutablePath + ’\’ + ProcessName + ‘.exe’ AS “Process”
FROM NtProcess
WHERE ExecutablePath IS NOT NULL

SELECT ProcessName, (100 – BusyPercent) AS “IdlePercent” FROM NtProcess

SELECT CAST(count(*) AS STRING) + ‘ running processes’ FROM NtProcess
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Build-in Functions
Build-in functions can be used in calculated fields and WHERE clause 
expressions. There are basically 7 categories of build-in functions:

Category Description

Display functions Transform data into an appropriate display format

Numeric functions Commonly used mathematical functions

Meta Data functions Return meta information, such as HostName, PrognosisVersion etc. 

Data Type functions Operate on Prognosis specific data such as response time etc.

Text handling functions Provide commonly operations on text data

Timestamp functions Provide commonly operations on dates and times

Miscellaneous functions Other miscellaneous functions
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Interesting Build-in Functions
SELECT Meta.Node, HostName(), PrognosisVersion()

FROM NtProcess GROUP BY Meta.Node

SELECT SubString(ProcessName, 3) FROM NtProcess
FROM NtProcess GROUP BY Meta.Node

SELECT Now()

SELECT DatePart(Year, Now()) AS “Year”, DatePart(Month, Now()) AS
“Month”, DatePart(Day, Now()) AS “Date”

SELECT SetTime(2016, 3, 17, 7, 15, 39600)
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CASE Expressions
A CASE expression allows you to specify complex, multi-level conditions 
in your SELECT statement fields list and where clause. CASE expressions 
have two modes: test various values against a single computed 
expression, or as a sequence of conditional statements. 

CASE expression can be used in Where 
Clauses
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CASE – Single Computed Value
SELECT ProcessName,

CASE ProcessName
WHEN 'irdbase' THEN 'Prognosis Database' 
WHEN 'irnetrtr' THEN 'Prognosis Net Router' 
WHEN 'irpqlsrv' THEN 'Prognosis PQL Server' 
ELSE 'Other Prognosis Process’ 

END AS Explanation 
FROM NtProcess
WHERE ProcessName MATCHES ‘ir*’
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CASE – Testing Various Values
SELECT ProcessName,

CASE
WHEN ProcessName = 'irdbase' THEN 'Prognosis Database' 
WHEN ProcessName = 'irnetrtr' THEN 'Prognosis Net Router' 
WHEN ProcessName = 'irpqlsrv' THEN 'Prognosis PQL Server’
WHEN ProcessName MATCHES ‘ir*’ THEN ‘Other Prognosis' 
ELSE 'Other System Process’ 

END AS Explanation
FROM NtProcess
GROUP BY ProcessName
ORDER BY ProcessName ASC
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Understanding Parameters
Parameters provide a simple and convenient way to create generic PQL 
queries.

When parameters are used in queries, the values used in the query is 
provided after PREPARE, but before EXECUTE.

This is specially valuable for PQL Views (discussed later in this 
presentation), that can be created with parameters and the actual 
values can be delayed until the view is started.

A parameter is simply the character @ followed by a name. 
Example: @param1, @Node, @cluster.
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Using Parameters
SELECT @param

SELECT ProcessName, ProcessId
FROM NtProcess
WHERE ProcessName = @name 
NODE @node

SELECT CASE @param 
WHEN 0 THEN ‘False’
ELSE ‘True’ 

END
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Where to Use Parameters

• Calculated fields expressions
• WHERE clause expressions
• ASSOCIATE clause
• NODE clause
• PARAM clause
• Argument of any EXECUTE statement
• Arguments of PQL build-in functions

Except DatePart argument of DatePart, DateAdd and 
DateDiff and the datatype part of Cast function
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Sorting Data
By default PQL returns data as it receives it from Prognosis collectors. PQL 
provides the ORDER BY clause to enable the sorting of data returned.

SELECT ProcessId, ProcessName AS Proc 
FROM NtProcess
ORDER BY Proc DESC

SELECT ProcessName FROM NtProcess ORDER BY ProcessName ASC

SELECT ProcessName FROM NtProcess ORDER BY ProcessName
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Grouping Data
Sometimes the same column value is repeated in multiple rows and you 
only want to view the distinct values

One may want to group together similar values and perform operations 
on other values related to them

SELECT ProcessName FROM NtProcess GROUP BY ProcessName

SELECT ProcessName, sum(Handles) AS "Handle Total"
FROM NtProcess
Group by ProcessName
ORDER BY "Handle Total" DESC
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Aggregate Functions
The following aggregate functions can be used with PQL Group By 
clause

Function Description

Sum(column) Produces the sum of grouped values

Avg(column) Produces the average of grouped values

Count(column) Count the number of grouped values

Count(*) Produces the count of all items

Max(column) Produces the highest value of grouped items

Min(column) Produces the lowest value of grouped items
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Limiting Data
PQL has two clauses to limit the number of rows it produces: TOP and 
LIMIT
• TOP n 

limits the number of rows returned by PQL.

• LIMIT 
Prognosis passes this limit to 
collectors to limit 
the number of rows of data 
they return.
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Top n Examples
SELECT TOP 10 Meta.Node, ProcessId, ProcessName

FROM NtProcess
NODE ALL

SELECT TOP 10 Meta.Node, ProcessId, ProcessName
FROM NtProcess
ORDER BY ProcessId DESC
NODE ALL
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LIMIT Examples
SELECT Meta.Node, ProcessName, PrivateMB

FROM NtProcess
LIMIT 1 BY PrivateMB DESC 
NODE ALL

SELECT Meta.Node, ProcessName, PrivateMB
FROM NtProcess
LIMIT EVERY NODE 1 BY PrivateMB DESC 
NODE ALL
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Retrieving Data
From Prognosis
Database
Prognosis databases are highly optimized 
repositories tailored to the demands of storing 
real time data from Prognosis collectors. By 
storing data, users can generate a complete 
picture of the monitored systems, and can 
playback the data to watch how it evolved over 
time. This gives a deep insight into the system 
which is not possible with online data only.
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DATABASE Clause
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Retrieving Data From IrDBase

PQL can query historical data from a prognosis record
DATABASE keyword is used to specify what database 
to use.
DBNODE specifies where IrDBase is running.
PERIOD <from> TO <to> is used to specify the time 
period within the database to look for data.
WINDOW clause allows further limitation over the 
collected PERIOD.
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Querying IrDBase
Retrieving data from NtProcess record stored in the 'Trouble Shooting' 
database

If the system has been running for a long time, the query above will 
return a huge amount of data. The following query only retrieves the 
data for the past 5 minutes:

SELECT * FROM NtProcess DATABASE 'Trouble Shooting'

SELECT Meta.Interval, ProcessName, BusyPercent
FROM NtProcess
DATABASE 'Trouble Shooting’ PERIOD now() – 5 MINUTES TO END
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Querying IrDBase
Data can be queried from a database that exists on a remote Prognosis 
node

If the system has been running for a long time, the query above will 
return a huge amount of data. The following query only retrieves the 
data for the past 5 minutes:

SELECT Meta.Interval, ProcessName, BusyPercent
FROM NtProcess
DATABASE 'Trouble Shooting’ DBNODE ‘\MY-GATEWAY’

PERIOD now() – 5 MINUTES TO END
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Retrieving Data
From PostgreSQL
With the introduction of CRA Call Recording 
Assurance, PQL queries can now be 
performed against data stored in PostgreSQL 
tables. Currently this feature is available only 
for querying CRA data.
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Retrieving Data from PostgreSQL

PQL can be used to query CRA data stored in PostgreSQL tables
The DBNODE clause can be empty, a single node, or a node group, 
however it does not support the "ALL" nodes concept
Currently only a subset of PQL functions and operations are available to 
query PostgreSQL tables.
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Querying PostgreSQL Tables
Example PQL query to Search for users from node group '#SSOT Servers'

SELECT id, firstname, lastname, emailaddress
FROM user
DATABASE 'ircra' FORMAT ODBC DBNODE '#SSOT Servers' 
WHERE statuscode = 0 AND firstname = @FistName

AND lastname @LastName
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Executing
Commands
The PQL Execute statement provides a way to 
run Prognosis commands, similar to the ones 
that can be executed through ircmd.exe, 
ircmdgwy.exe, etc.
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Execute Syntax

The CREDENTIAL clause is only used for SHELL commands, and is ignored for other commands
The Enumerate commands can only run on a single node
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Execute Static Conf
List_Conf lists the contents of the given static configuration for the 
specified node

Update_Conf update the contents of the given static configuration 
name on the specified node

Enumerate_Conf returns a list of all static confs on specified node

EXECUTE List_Conf ‘passwords’ NODE CURRENT

EXECUTE Update_Conf ‘AVAYA_PBX’,
‘SUBSYS AVAYA_PBX\n\n ADD MAS(MAS1, ip=10.111.1.202)’

EXECUTE Enumerate_Conf NODE ‘\My-Gateway’
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Start Database
Start_DB starts a database on the specified node, given the name, 
content and optionally a location to save the database on that node

EXECUTE Start_DB ‘TestDB’, 
'START~DBCOLLECT~DB MinimalConfig~DBCONFIG~START
TODAY~INTERVAL 10 seconds~VIEW (~RECORD ntprocess~interval 10 
seconds~NODE (~NODE #CurrentNode~END_NODE~)~FIELD (~FIELD 
BUSY~TYPE (MIN)~FIELD CPUTIME~FIELD NAME~FIELD STARTTIM~)~WHERE 
(BUSY>80)~)~END_DBCONFIG~WRAP YES~WRAPINT 1 days ~SIZE 
25~END_DB~END_DBCOLLECT'
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Stop, List and Enumerate Database
Stop_DB stop a database with a given name on the specified node

List_DB lists the contents of the given database collection in IRCMD 
format for the specified node

Enumerate_DB returns a list of all database collections on the specified 
node

EXECUTE Stop_DB ‘Test_DB’ NODE CURRENT

EXECUTE List_DB ‘Trouble Shooting’

EXECUTE Enumerate_DB NODE CURRENT
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Starting a Threshold
Start_Threshold starts a threshold on the specified node with given name 
and content

EXECUTE Start_Threshold 'TestThreshold’, 
'CONDITION (~THRESHOLD_CONDITION TestCondition~ACTION
(~ACTION~LOG_TYPE PROBLEM_SUMMARY~SEVERITY 
WARNING~END_ACTION~)~VIEW~RECORD PNODES~INTERVAL 10 
SECONDS~NODE (~NODE #CurrentNode~END_NODE~)~WHERE 
(PRODUCTS <> EMPTY)~END_VIEW~AFTER 1 
OCCURRENCES~LOGEVERY 10 SECONDS~LOG_TEXT on~OFF_TEXT
off~END_THRESHOLD_CONDITION~)'
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Stop and Enumerate Threshold
Stop_DB stop a database with a given name on the specified node

Enumerate_THRESHOLD returns a list of all database collections on the 
specified node

Enumerate_Threshold_Condition return the list of all threshold conditions 
and their status for a given threshold

EXECUTE Stop_Threshold ‘TestThreshold’

EXECUTE Enumerate_Threshold ‘TestThreshold’

EXECUTE Enumerate_Threshold_Condition ‘TestThreshold’
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Execute Shell
Open a shell command line on the specified node to run the given 
command

EXECUTE Shell is restricted to running only a selected few commands 
such as 
• dir (or ls), type
• irperl, ircmd, ircmdgwy
• ircmd, ircmdgwy
• cma-config.bat, sfb-config.bat

EXECUTE Shell ‘dir c:\’
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Command Destination
EXECUTE Command runs the given command in the command 
destination

Some of the valid Command destinations
• Shell, Dispatch manager, analyst, threshold, PACE
• Tivoli Console, SNMP Trap Receiver
• ATM Ticketing Manager, ATM Command, WASP command
• Tacl, OpenView SPI

EXECUTE Command 'OPEN ATM001’ 
NODE '\ATM-MGMT-SRV’ 
DESTINATION 'ATM Command'
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PQL Views
Previously we discussed the mechanisms for retrieving 
data from Prognosis records and databases. By their very 
nature, these are one-off queries that retrieve data for a 
given number of intervals and then terminate. 

Some times it is convenient to:
• Save named queries for future reuse.
• Create a named query that retrieves data from a data 

source but presents a different column list.
• Run a named query in the background to:

• Keep a cache of historical intervals.
• Return data immediately.
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PQL Views Syntax
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Creating Simple Views
Simple views are create when the TIMEOUT clause is either omitted, or 
specifies a fixed timespan in temporal units or intervals.

CREATE VIEW NtProcessView AS 
SELECT ProcessName, BusyPercent, Handles FROM NtProcess

CREATE VIEW NtProcessView2Mins AS 
SELECT ProcessName, BusyPercent, Handles FROM NtProcess
TIMEOUT 2 MINUTES

CREATE VIEW NtProcessView5Ints AS 
SELECT Meta.Node AS “Node”, ProcessName, BusyPercent, Handles
FROM NtProcess NODE ALL TIMEOUT 5 INTERVALS
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Creating Persistent Views
Persistent views are created by using TIMEOUT PERSISTENT LOCAL clause. 

Avoid using parameters on persistent views. Why?
• Each set of parameter values will create a new instance of the view
• Memory will be duplicated for each view instance
• To stop the view you will need to remember the parameter values for 

each view instance (you will not remember the parameter values)
Persistent views, when started, will continue running until stopped

CREATE VIEW NtProcessViewLocal AS 
SELECT Meta.Node, ProcessName, BusyPercent, Handles
FROM NtProcess NODE ALL TIMEOUT PERSISTENT LOCAL
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Creating Background Views
Background views are created by using TIMEOUT PERSISTENT DISTRIBUTED 
clause. Background views save processing by distributing the view 
processing to participating nodes

Rules for creating background views
• The exact same background view must exist on all nodes in the query
• The same background view must be running on all nodes
If the two conditions above are not met, the background view behaves like 
persistent view.

CREATE VIEW NtProcessViewBackground AS 
SELECT Meta.Node, ProcessName, BusyPercent, Handles
FROM NtProcess NODE ALL TIMEOUT PERSISTENT DISTRIBUTED
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Starting Views
Views can be started explicitly by using PQL START statement. Views are 
started implicitly if data is selected from them. 

If the view contains parameters, you need to set the parameters before 
starting the view.
The same view with parameters can be started multiple times with 
different values for the parameters
The TIMEOUT clause of the CREATE VIEW statement indicates how long a 
view will be available after the last SELECT statement ran against it
Persistent and background views will continue collecting data until 
stopped.

START NtProcessView
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Stopping Views
A view that has already been started can be stopped explicitly by using 
the Stop statement

If the view contains parameters, they must be supplied when stopping 
the view; the values for each parameter must be the same as specified 
when starting the view.

STOP NtProcessView
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Dropping Views
A view that is in the stopped state can be dropped by using the Drop
statement

If the view contains parameters and has been started multiple times 
using different parameter values, all the instances must be stopped 
before the view can be dropped.

DROP NtProcessView
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Renaming Views
A view that is in the stopped state can be renamed by using the 
Rename statement

RENAME NtProcessView AS NtProcessNewView
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Listing Views
The active PQL views, running or not, can be listed with the following 
SELECT statement

The result of the query will list all active views and their status

SELECT * FROM Sys.Pql.Views
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Views – Advanced Topics
Check PQL documentation on two advanced topics relating to PQL views:
• Distributed Caching

When a background view is started, it caches data only for the current node 
and its appliance nodes regardless of the nodes specified in the Node clause. 
The idea is to have exactly the same view running on all nodes from which 
data needs to be retrieved, and collect the cached data from the nodes on 
user request. For large topologies, this leads to less memory overhead and less 
network traffic for building the cache. These benefits come at the expense of 
increased network traffic when retrieving the data. 

• View Merging
View merging is by far the most powerful feature. It allows data retrievals from 
simple views to be satisfied through existing persistent views, thus avoiding the need 
for sending a new data request to Prognosis.
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PQL RBAC
Using PQL RBAC, you can segregate duties within your 
team and grant only the amount of access to users that 
they need to perform their jobs. Instead of giving 
everybody unrestricted permissions in your Prognosis 
resources, you can allow only certain actions at a 
particular scope.

PQL RBAC also allows Prognosis users to enforce 
customer filtering.
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Introduction to PQL RBAC
PQL RBAC revolves around four distinct entities:
• Roles

can be viewed as container in which users and user groups are assigned to, and share a 
set of privileges and attributes. PQL has a special role called PUBLIC. If a user is 
authenticated by PQL, but doesn’t belong to any role, that user is assigned the PUBLIC 
role and assumes its privileges and attributes.

• Privileges
indicate which PQL functionality the members of a role can perform.

• Users and user groups
Users are validated against AD, LDAP or SSO. Once their credentials are validated, PQL 
will assign to the user the privileges of all roles the user belongs to.

• Attributes
An Attribute is a specific key value pair. A user or a role can have unlimited number of 
attributes
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RBAC Roles
Creating a role

Deleting an existing role

Granting a role to a user

Removing a role from a use

CREATE ROLE Admin

DROP ROLE Admin

GRANT Admin TO ‘ir\ricardom’

REVOKE Admin FROM ‘ir\ricardom’
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RBAC Privileges
Privilege PQL Statements Allowed
Control CREATE ROLE, DROP ROLE, GRANT, REVOKE, INSERT, DELETE

Execute_Configuration EXECUTE LIST_CONF, EXECUTE UPDATE_CONF, ENUMERATE_CONF

Execute_Threshold EXECUTE START_THRESHOLD, STOP_THRESHOLD, 
ENUMERATE_THRESHOLS

Execute_Database EXECUTE START_DB, STOP_DB, LIST_DB, ENUMERATE_DB

Execute_Shell EXECUTE SHELL

Execute_Ack EXECUTE COMMAND

Select SELECT, CREATE VIEW, START VIEW, STOP VIEW, DROP VIEW, RENAME 
VIEW
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Granting Privileges
Syntax

Granting permissions to a role. Must have CONTROL permission to 
execute this statement

GRANT ALL TO Admin

GRANT SELECT, EXECUTE_ACK TO Operators
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Revoking Privileges
Syntax

Revoking permissions from a role. Must have CONTROL permission to 
execute this statement

REVOKE ALL FROM Admin

REVOKE EXECUTE_ACK FROM Operators
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RBAC Customer Filtering
Customers values can be assigned to PQL roles, and the data that do 
not belong to those customers are filtered out before the results are 
returned.
Adding customer value to a role

Removing a customer from a role

Listing all customers from a role

INSERT INTO Sys.Security.RoleCustomers VALUES ‘(‘ ‘Admin’, ‘ACME’ ‘)’ 

DELETE FROM Sys.Security.RoleCustomers WHERE CustomerName = ‘ACME’ 

SELECT * FROM Sys.Security.RoleCustomers WHERE RoleName = ‘Admin’ 
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Granting Attributes
Assigns an Attribute to a roles or users. An Attribute is a role specific key value 
pair. A role can have unlimited number of attributes

GRANT ATTRIBUTE ‘Home’ = ‘URL to page’ TO Admin, PUBLIC 

SELECT * From ??? WHERE RoleName = ‘Admin’ 
Listing attributes of a role

Granting attributes to a role
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Revoke Attributes
Revoke an Attribute from roles and users. 

REVOKE ATTRIBUTE ‘Home’ FROM PUBLIC
Revoking attributes from a role

Revoking all attributes from a role

REVOKE ALL ATTRIBUTES FROM PUBLIC
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Test Your Knowledge

• 4 multiple choice knowledge 
reinforcement questions based on 
exercises – 2 harder questions, 2 easier 
questions

• Remember to track the questions and 
answers in the Master Answer Key 
Excel document
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Recap

• We’ve covered:
– PQL Architecture
– Retrieving data from collectors, IrDBase and 

PostgreSQL databases
– Using PQL Views to cache data
– Executing commands and RBAC
– More help available (https://community.ir.com/)

https://community.ir.com/
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Next Steps

• Please Rate the Class
• Take the Knowledge 

Reinforcement Test
• Log On to community.ir.com to 

download slides & ask questions
• Every class rating gets you a 

chance to win prizes!
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Questions?
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